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The Silent
Treatment
These ninja
outboards allow
you to jam to
natureb soundtrack.

Torqeedo
Cruise R

Torqeedo
à One of the most
popular builders is the
new kid on the block,
Germany's Torgeedo, which
produces a line of lightweight,
high-tech models that can
crank out up to 8 hp. Using a
brushless design and employ-
ing rare earth magnets, the
two Cruise R models weigh
just 40 pounds each. The
2.0 model is a 24v system
that produces 5 hp and
has the same thrust as a 5
hp gas engine, while the 4.0 - a 48v
motor - cranks out 8 hp with thrust
equivalent to a 9.9 hp gas outboard.
ïhe price for the 2.0 is $3,1 00; the 4.0
is $3,599.

Eecause of the Torqeedo models'
high thrust, they can turn a huge 12-

inch-diameter prop that has 10 inches
oÍ pitch and is similar in design to the
props pushing container ships and sub-
marines. Because the props are so

large, they run at a slower rpm for bet-
ter bite. There is also a high-speed prop
for lighter boats that can reach planing
speeds. The prop and skeg are made of
inexpensive plastic, and the motor is

designed to be locked in place when
used in applications such as pontoons.
5o when the motor strikes an under-
water object, the prop and skeg are
sacrificed to save the rest of the motor.
You can unlock the engine and it will
kick up during a strike, but when you
go into reverse, the lower unit will pop
up out of the water.

The Cruise R includes a remote
throttle that has a GP5-based informa-
tion center, which displays speed, watt
usage, charge and how many miles of
range remain at the current speed. A
2.0 Torqeedo motor powered bytwo
12v 200 Ah gel batteries, run at half
throttle, pushing a 4O-foot 2.Gton
Skerry Cruiset can run at 2.7 knots for
an impressive 16.5 hours, which takes
it 44 miles. At a slower speed, range is

quadrupled.
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